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Most relevant issues since ICANN 43

• New Board elected on 10 May, Quito Assembly. President: Eduardo Santoyo (.co). Luis Arancibia (.cl); Víctor Abboud (.ec); Clara Collado (.do); Frederico Neves (.br). Fiscal commission: Edna Samudio (.pa); María Antonieta Chavarria (.cr); Mariela De León (.uy).

• Casa de Internet de América Latina y el Caribe. (17 April, Montevideo)

• Policy Workshop (8-9 May Quito): 45 attendants; focus on the changing regulatory environment, Internet Governance and RFC 1591 implications for ccTLD engagement with the community.

• Technical Survey
Technical Survey

• Purpose: information on the technical capacities of members with the aim of obtaining an evidenced based diagnosis of the current infrastructure; identify areas for capacity building. (45 questions: 50% response rate).

• Security: top technical concern of ccTLDs.

• IPv6: 75% implementation. 42% at the 3 levels: domain name servers, address servers and internal network connectivity. Main barriers: resources and equipment; ISPs.

• DNSSEC: 62.5% of ccTLDs haven’t yet implemented it but 40% of those are working to implement it shortly (less than a year). Lack of human capital as most important barrier for implementation.
Outputs and events for the forthcoming months

- Technical workshop in English. 2nd/3rd week of September, Sint Maarten. Network and information system security. SSR/xROC.
- preIGF in LAC. Bogota, 25-28 September 2012. Hosted by .co and COLNODO.
- Technical workshop in Asunción, Paraguay. 1-4 October 2012. Implementation of DNSSEC at .py
- Survey (similar to CENTR’s A-level survey) for a complete map of structural capabilities and policies of ccTLDs in the region.
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